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Li fes t yle

“My dear friends at Thomas Hayes
Studio always know how to bring
chicness and edginess together in
the most beautifully handcrafted
way.” Thomas Hayes Studio Inga
swivel stool, thomashayesstudio.com

“I’m mildly obsessed with
Cult Gaia and want every
piece. This embossed
leather bag feels like a
piece of architecture you
can wear.” Cult Gaia Nika
crossbody bag, cultgaia.com

“The graphic geometric print on this pillow
is equal parts edgy and traditional. It adds
just the right amount of pop to a living
room or formal sitting area.” Jaipur Living
Michelle pillow, lemarche.carolecarrdesign.com

ARBITER

“This table is absolutely
gorgeous. The mixed
marbles contrast each
other beautifully while the
polished brass top adds a
touch of glam.” Essential
Home Jacobsen side table,
lemarche.carolecarrdesign.com

SITTING
PRETTY

“I am fascinated by materials that are
original or unique: natural stones, patinated
metals, distressed leathers and crushed
velvets,” says interior designer Carole Carr
(carolecarrdesign.com). “All of my interiors
have a livable sophistication—elegant but
not too pretentious.” With the recent launch
of Le Marché, her design-focused online
marketplace, the Angeleno’s covetable style
is now easily accessed by the click of the
mouse. Consisting of furniture, lighting,
accessories and gifting items, the site’s
offerings all possess Carr’s chic sensibility.
“There is so much available online that it can
feel overwhelming,” she explains. “I wanted to
create a one-stop destination that showcases
my focused, cohesive point of view. You can
pair any of the pieces from my shop and they
will look good together.” Here, Carr shares the
glammed-up pieces currently on her radar.
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“This is such an elegant and statement-making
piece. The combination of handlaid faux horn and
brass is the perfect way to dress up a home office.”
Made Goods Brooke desk, lemarche.carolecarrdesign.com
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“I can’t wait to use this in one
of my interior designs. It’s got
it all—jewel-like stones, an oldworld feel and an eye-catching
aesthetic that would elevate
any space.” Apparatus Talisman
Loop sconce, apparatusstudio.com

